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The Children 

Immigrants 
 

 

The Problem 

Today, tens of thousands of undocumented immigrants, many unaccompanied children, illegally surge 
over the US/Mexican border, and then surrender to the border patrol. The masses are multi-sourced, 
from the Caribbean, Central America, and other countries. The trip is perilous, made possible by 
organized criminals and corrupted officials, who welcome two additional revenue streams. These are 
extremely violent people, with little regard for life, who use and abuse the children. The criminals make 
money by funneling the immigrants through Mexico and across the border, but also by supplying the sex 
trade across the world with untraceable young women. Although the latter circumstance is 
undocumented, having some knowledge of the border, and recognizing that crime seizes every 
opportunity, be sure it occurs. Predators never let a tender prey escape. The immigrants provide a 
shield, distracting the border patrol, while criminals more easily smuggle drugs into the United States. 
There are reports that the physical and sexual abuse continues in the crowded refugee centers.  

They come for many reasons, primarily opportunities for a new and better life in America, enabled and 
encouraged by conditions created by the Obama administration. The problem is not the children, who 
must be provided safety and with compassionate concern for their current and future welfare. We must 
find a way to provide them hope or at least options. These include return to their home countries, or 
finding families in America.  
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A secondary issue is health related. The immigrants are mostly untested for transmittable diseases, yet 
our government is distributing them across the country, setting the stage for potential epidemics.  
 
Obviously, the opportunity is ripe for enemies to infiltrate our borders, and the probability is very high 
they are doing exactly that.  

Root Cause 

The root cause of the fiasco is a commitment made by candidate Barack Obama to the Latino 
community in 2008. He promised them a comprehensive immigration bill to provide a pathway to 
citizenship.  

The Latino vote was 67 percent for Obama. Without their vote, John McCain would have been the new 
president. In President Obama's first term, given both a Democratic Senate and Congress, 
comprehensive legislation was a near guarantee, but the president reneged on his promise. 

Running for office a second time in 2012, faced with the potential loss of Latino voters and a recalcitrant 
Republican majority in the House, he issued a directive, not technically an executive order, through 
then-Secretary of Home Land Security, Janet Napolitano. Dated June 15, 2012, she issued the "Dream 
Act," providing a pathway for the children of immigrants born in America. Technically, it was a directive 
to ignore current laws in contrast to alternate legislation, but served the same purpose. In 2012, nine 
percent of all votes cast were from the Latino community, and 71 percent voted for Obama, assuring his 
re-election. Obviously, the strategy worked but it laid the foundation for the current crisis at the border. 

Many of the immigrants believe they will automatically become citizens, with all the benefits accrued to 
that status, when they reach America. 

Border Towns 

Even given the fuzzy, illogical promise, I wondered how parents could send their children into harm's 
way, and then recalled my own experiences. Nothing has changed. Desperate people do what others 
may consider unreasonable.  

It helps to have some understanding of border towns. Survival in resource-poor circumstances requires 
changing people's lives, priorities, and perspective, some for the better, others for the worse. To that 
purpose, here are two personal experiences. 

At seventeen, in the military and undergoing surgical technician training at Fort Sam Houston Medical 
center in San Antonio, Texas, a group of us drove through the desert to Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, across 
the border from Laredo, Texas. We checked into our hotel and went to a restaurant, where young 
prostitutes immediately started hitting on us. Throughout the evening, as we bar hopped, this naive boy 
from southern Kansas was shocked at the open, ongoing parade of sex, alcohol, and drugs.  

Years later, I was assigned to conduct the annual inventory audit at the Nogales, Mexico plant. I flew 
into Tucson, AZ on Saturday, rented a car, and drove to the assigned desert resort. Before leaving home, 
I promised my wife to attend Mass if possible. I drove to the border, parked on the American side and 
walked across the Rio Grande Bridge, into Nogales. There was an old Catholic Church in the square, and 
the sign stated that Mass started in roughly an hour. While it was early dusk, the Mariachi music 
signaled that downtown was open for action. After sitting for a while, a middle-aged man approached, 
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and we spoke for a few minutes. Then he said, “My daughter, she is a virgin, and I can make her 
available to you.” Married with four children, and more knowledgeable about human behavior, I simply 
said, “no thank you.” The conversation over, he lit the candles on the altar, and when Mass began, he 
was the Acolyte. 

The next day at the plant, I approached the topic with the Plant Manager, an American, and the 
accountant, a Mexican. 

The plant manager replied, “When you have zero other assets, and you are hungry and probably have 
other mouths to feed, you sell thirty minutes of your daughter’s time. Food, water, and a place to live 
carry greater value, and sex is an exchangeable, renewable, and marketable asset.” 

The accountant said, “You would be amazed at how many families send their girls to the border cities, to 
work as prostitutes. They save enough money and return home to get married. In many cases, girls are 
sold into the trade against their wills. It seems strange to you, a person with many available choices, but 
you do not have the right to judge people living in these circumstances. You can only try to understand 
how limited their options are.” 

I returned home better informed but feeling less human. I could not imagine in my wildest nightmare, 
with three daughters, how parents could do this. However, today, thousands send their children into the 
jaws of this horrible, monstrous system, where they may simply disappear forever. 

The Desert 

If the immigrants survive slavery and abuse, the next step is a hostile trip to the border across a 
scorching desert, by bus, packed in hot trucks, or by foot. Many will die, reclaimed by the coyotes, 
crows, and rodents. Their parents will never know where they are, or if they are deceased, only mourn 
their loss, knowing they may have contributed. The following map shows the entire 1,933 miles of the 
border separating the United States and Mexico. 
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In 2002, I drove to California, expecting to start a project, and while there, heard about people trying to 
cross the border. The project was delayed for several months so I decided to drive back to Wisconsin. As 
a photographer and analyst, and curious as usual, the decision was made to drive home via Mexico, a 
circuitous route, but more interesting than the interstate highway system. Against all advice, the 
selected route was to Douglas, AZ, entering Mexico, and driving east on Highway 2, to El Paso, TX via 
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. (Google Maps shows the distance at 240 miles, and estimates slightly less than 
six hours to complete. It proved to be a very enlightening trip, lasting nearly nine hours).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The entire trip, through the Sonoran 
desert, with the sun beating down, was 
very hot, and I ran the air-conditioning 
intermittingly. Once, concerned about 
overheating in dangerous circumstances, I 
turned on the heater to cool the engine. 
The route was mostly dry scrub desert, 
but it was too dangerous to stop and 
photograph. There were small areas with 
roughly constructed buildings, even 
cardboard shanties, and people of all ages 
walking around. About half way through 
the trip, with less distance from the road 

to the border, these shantytowns were quite large, stretching for miles. They were staging areas for 
destitute people with one objective, to cross the Rio Grande and enter the United States. Today, these 
shantytowns must be much more extensive. 

Driving past these shantytowns, with children, women and rough looking men watching, I felt very 
vulnerable, a huge resource rich fish, traveling just a little too fast to harvest. Taking photographs was 
out of the question. To make matters worse, arriving in Juarez, I discovered the normal route to the 
bridge crossing the border was closed, and was soon lost on dirt back roads. Coming to a paved street, 
there were a number of brightly dressed people gathering. I asked three teen-agers, hoping they would 
know English, what was happening and asked how to get back to the bridge. They said it was Saturday 
night, when people dressed up and enjoyed the company of their neighbors. They provided directions 
back to the right route, and the safely of Texas, United States of America. 
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It would be unthinkable to try this trip today, across areas controlled by drug cartels, coyotes smuggling 
people, and Juarez is one of the murder capitals of the world. 

The Hard Road to Perceived Opportunity  

Returning to California later in the year, most of the associates in the plant were Latino. One, I’ll call him 
Juan, was a tough looking guy who loves America, perhaps with greater intensity than most natives. His 
story was harrowing. He and his sister were from the Dominican Republic, where their father was a 
ranking member of the government. Juan and his sister were pro-freedom dissidents against that same 
government. One night, with an arrest warrant out for his children, Juan’s father gave them airline 
tickets to Mexico. Juan was sixteen, and his sister only fourteen. They spent nearly two harrowing years, 
with Juan repeatedly and violently protecting his sister, before illegally entering the United States. They 
both received citizenship under President Reagan's amnesty program. 

Responsibility 
 
Regardless of how the Obama administration tries to spin the story, the President, and his executive 
pen, created this cruel situation. He knew for two years it was in process, (from the time of the Dream 
Directive), but he did nothing to stop it, even enabling the situation. He hoped to shame the Republicans 
into passing comprehensive legislation. When the media started showing the children in make shift 
camps, President Obama shut down the area and prevented coverage, ignoring the concept of a free 
press, a different but troubling topic. The administration even barred members of congress from the 
facilities. Obviously, the entire situation is a brutal travesty of governance and responsibility.  
 
The administration has asked the legislative branch for 3.7 billion dollars to respond to a crisis they 
created, and that brings the problem squarely home in other extremely profound ways. 
 
President Obama is spending greater amounts of money for the new arrivals, at the expense of millions 
of young Americans. The immigrants will have better prospects than citizens trapped in poor economic 
situations. Where do American parents send their children to find opportunities? 
 
Of all the devious uncaring actions taken by this administration, none is quite as callous as this one, 
trading off the future of our children to achieve the political objective of keeping the Latino community 
in the Democratic Party. Coupled with the fiasco of failing on veteran's health care, and 4.8 million 
abortions during his tenure, the President exhibits little concern for life, unless the loss directly affects 
his poll numbers and/or legacy. 
 
The entire situation has deeply diminished and blemished our great country. Tears of shame should 
cascade from every American eye, as we comprehend the corrupted situation surrounding the world's 
most valuable asset, the children. 
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